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By 1mpression of any tool into the wet t:lay of a vessel, we get ;va
rious stamped or impressed motifs; in the majority of the prehistorical 
cultures they are arranged in straight line strings, !Or, more seldom, are 
symetrically grouped into simple geometrical figures on the most pro
minent parts of a vessel. The stamp impression are ofen [illed with the 
whitewash mass wich contributes to the prominence of the impressed 
motifs on the smooth surfaces of vessels of a finer texture. The stamped 
and encrusted poterry was especially favoured in !the cultures of the Late 
Bronze and IF..arly Iron Ages throughout the wider area of the lower 
Danube1• According to the manner of impression two groups of stamped 
motifs can be distinguished. The first group consists of stamp impres
sions that leave impressed „S" motifs: small rhombic ifields, mini-rosette 
or small cross-divided circles. The second group is made of stamp i'm
pressiqns wich produce so-called pseudo-cord motif. These two manners 
of impression were 'used simultaneously and often ·were applied on the 
sarne vessel. 

Tools for ornamentation of pottery are iprecious and rare finds, mast 
commonly discovered in settlements. Apart from individual finds of 
small stamps made of bone or baker clay, we can mention sorne rare 
tools wich, judjing by their shape, were probably used to polish ceramic 
pots and to make shallow ·grooves. Several polished stane .tools in the 
shape of short knives with thinned blade were discovered along with the 
bone tools for the impression of the pseudo-cord, in Târpeşti settlement 
(the iSabatinovka-Noua culture) in East Romania (T. 1/9-11)2. 

The remains of a pottery shop from the .Early Iron Age ,settlement 
(VIII-VII century) in the village of Sava (Vama district), in S-E of Bul
garia, deserve particular attention3• Along with a rectangular room, the 
remains of a kiln and numerous finds of badly baked, deformed vessels, 
there were discovered several 'tools for ornamentation of pottery macle of 
baked clay, bone and polished stone. Along with smaller stone polishers, 
a stone tool with a very thinned, arched end was found, wich was pro
bably also used to ornament vessels. A short, cylindrical bone iStamp is 
at , the one end shaped to leave small impressions of double hexagons. 
Two small, cylindrical tools ·made of 1baked ~lay terminate at both ends 
in starnps for the impression into the wet clay of a vessel (T. 1/1, 2) .. 0ne 
stamp was used to impress two small concentric circles, with/or without 
a point,in the center. Another stamp terminates atone end oin plastically 
modelled double circles, with a point in the center, and at the other, in 
a narrow and short rib in the shape of letter „S". It 1can be noted that 
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the imprint of the „S" stamp, if it is drawn ·correctely, belongs to the 
so-called angular „S" motif (the upper parts of the letter „S" are an
gulary broken) wich is most commonly impressed in the upright posi
tion into the vessels of the Psenicevo culture. According to the find of 
fibula with so-called :nodular appendage on the arch, discovered in the 
waste pit near a kiln, the shop for the making of baked clay vessels da
tes from the end of VIII or the first half/ of VII century. Let us remark 
that a ceramic stamp for the impression of the pseudo-cord motif from 
the Sava settlement was published (T. •Il/2)4• 

Stamps for the ornamentation of pottery were mostly discovered in 
the Early Iron Age settlements on the territory of Eastern Europe. As 
far as we know, the majority consists of itools for the impression of the 
so-called pseudo-cord motif, while among the others, the stamps with 
stamped motifs rarely were the subject of a special paper, such as 1the 
find of ceramic tool for the impression of the pseudo-cord motif from 
the Cozia settlement (Iaşi county), ,wich iis classified as belonging to the 
Babadag group (Babadag II phase) (T. II/3)5. B. Hansel has collected se
vera! ceramic and bone stamps from the early and developed phase iof 
the older Iron Age settlements in the area from Gate to East Molda
via6. We have attemped, :without any pretension to completeness, to 
apend the list of finds of this kind, limiting ourselves mainly to the ba
bed clay tools, also discovered in the Basarabi culture settlemen'ts 
(Map. 1). 

Bone tools were particulary used ,in the settlements :of the Noua
Sabatinovka complex7 . The tools are commonly made from tubular bones, 
while the functional part wich is impressed ~nto the wet clay is serrated 
at the end, or the joint (T. '1/6-8), while the use of platoid bone, pro
bably a part of a shoulder blade, is irarer. JThe serrated tools made from 
a triangular platoid bone comes from Solonceny (Rezina district), in Mol
davia8, while stamps made ;of bones with a joint preserved, apart from 
the above mentioned bone tools from Tîrpeşti settlement, were disco
vered in the late Bronze Age settlement Lupşanu (Ialomiţa county), be
longing to the Coslogeni culture (S-E Romania, between The Danube 
and 'Ialomiţa rivers)9, at the Fundenii-Doamnei site (Tei V phase or 
Noua group), near Bucharest10, and in the Valea Lupului settlement, in 
M'.c>ldavia wich belongs to the Noua culture11 • 1Even seven tools made 
of bones with a joint preserved are discovered ~n Sebeş - „Podu Pri
pocului" (Noua culture); published in Symposia Thracologica, 9, pl. 56. 
Let us mention the similar tools from the early Cernoles ,culture (Belo
grudovka phase) originating from a settlemnt in the village of Keljmenci 
(T. I/8) and Oselivka (T. I/7), from the Early Iron Age ~n the isouthern 
Russian steppes12• The bone tools for :the impression of serrated pseudo
cord motif were not discovered west of Muntenia. We know only a bone 
tool from the Ghidici settlemeillt, belonging to the Zuto-Brdo Gîrla Mare 
culture, in Oltenia, used for the impression of mini-ro~etes, at the one 
end, and of concentric circles :with ia point in the center, at :the uther. 
(T. I/3)13• 

Ceramic stamps for ornamentation of vessels are of small dimens
sions, only a few centimeters (most ,commonly 3-5 cm). Beside above 
mentioned ceramic :stamps from Sava settlemeni in S-E Bulgaria, un-
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usual appearance distinguishes the stamps from the Early Iron Age for
tified settlement in the village of Grigorovka, ·near Vinica, ~n the cen
tral Dniester area {S-W Podoli) Le. a part of Western Ukraine. On the 
pre-Scythian horizon of Grigorovska gradina, ralong ,with intented and 
stamped pottery of so-cal1ed early Zabotin type of the Cernoles culture, 
three ceramic stamps were found 14 • Two stamps by their appearance re
semble bear's paws, while only a half of the third stamp was preserved, 
of usual appearance in the iform of a small iknife wi•th a short handle and 
the arch shaped blade. Along with obliquely serrated functional part of 
the damaged stamp, and clearly distinguished teeth in the form of nails 
of the bear's paws, in the text are menJtioned the stamps in the form .of 
the letter „S", probably modelled ,with the same tools, wich are not vi
sible in the drawings (we must admit that the text in not quite dear 
to us, as it is rather succint 'and speaks of baked clay bear's paws as 
being figurines). This seems particularly significant if one bears in mind 
that the stamped pottery from Grigorovska gradina (fortified settlement) 
is connected with the break-,through of the younger Babadag and Basa
rabi culture from the lower Danube area. 

Severa! ceramic stamps in the form of :small knives, along with the 
functlonal part for the ~mpression of the pseudo-cord motif, also contain 
small, generally circular stamps, modelled at the end of short handle . 

. Such are the stamp from the Insula Banului settlement in Iron Gate 
(T. II/4), Babadag ,in Dobruja (T. I/4), Cavadineşti in South Molc;lavia 
(T. II/2), Noşlac fo Transylvania (T. ·II/8), and Cozia in !Moldavia 
(T. III/6)15 . 

Ceramic tools for the ornamentat.ion of vessels by the techni1que of 
stamping, by whose imprint the so-called pseudo-corded motif, of Pseu
doschnur, is obtained, are mainly of :simi1ar shape, with arch modelled 
functional part and a short, usually conica! handle held by three fingers. 
The di:fferences in the shape of itools depend on the vertical, oblique or 
horizontal position of the short handle ~111. the relation to the toothed or 
serrated functional part of the tool wich is turned downwards16• 

The impression of this stamp into wet clay of vessel before baking, 
leaves narrow strings of multiform short (generally, transverse or 
oblique) notches, similar to the impression of a thin, pleated cord, wich 
gave this technique its name. Differences we note in the 'Shapes of the 
pseudo-cord depend on the manner in wich the functional part of the 
stamping tool is modelled. Although tlrawings of individual ceramic 
tools are insufficiently clear to ascertain the manner in wich the stam
ping part of the tool was made, we can assume that the stamps for the 
impression in the Noua-Sabatinovka, Babadag and Insula Banului groups, 
or from the Early Iron Age level in the lower :Danube and South Rus
sia areas, mast frequently had a serrated functional part wich leaves 
the impression.s resembling a small wheel or the 1teeth of ,a oomb, like 
the bone tools17 • Two baked clay tools from the Popeşti-Novaci settle
ment, near Bucharest, belonging to the Basarabi culture, have somewhat 
differently modelled functional part that ds impressed i(T. II/5, 7). The 
final, arched part of the tools „blade" is somewhat thickner and in the 
first case- obliquely serrated, while in the other it seems that indented 
crosses were on the part that is impressed into wet clay of a vessel. Pot-
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tery ornamented by ithis kind of pseudo-cord has shallowly impressed, 
narrowly grooved lines with small holes. Two tools from Remetea Mare, 
and Valea Timişului settlements, belonging to the ,Basarabi culture level 
in Banat, also 1eave the impressions with obliquely serrated, small rhom
boid fields within narrow, shallow grooves, making so-called „small" 
pseudo-cord18. Drawings of these tools ,do ,not provide certain appearance 
of the functional part wich is presented as finely serrated. The cross
section of this tool with a 1evel „blade", and ,the :appearance of the im
pressed lines of the pseudo-cord rather suggest the serrated tools 
(T. III/1, 3). 

We have recognized a baked day tools in the shape of a sector, re
sembling a bourek knife, from the prehistorical site in the Borec village, 
near Plovdiv, Tracia. Judging by the opening in the upper part i(that se
reved to hang the tool ori a string), the author has proclaimed dt - an 
appendage or an amulet19. According ,to the published photograf, this tool 
is of somewhat larger dimensions, iand, it seems, lacks the serrated func
tional part; possibly it was 'used to impress shallowly stamped lines or 
narrow grooves (T. UI/4). 

Before pointing to several baked clay tools discovered on the Early 
Iron Age in Serbia, we canal.so mention a bone tool originating from the 
Orm<>Z settlement on the Drava20• Transversally serrated 'longer side of 
the tool, in the ;shape of ablunted blade, may bave ·been used for the 
stamping of wet clay of a vessel in order to produce the pseudo-cord 
found on vessels frorn .the late phase of the Ru5e group. Let us note that 
the pottery decorated with the pseudo-cord, along with rare vessels -or
namented with the impressions of „S" motif and small concentric circles, 
connected by tangents of the pseudo-cord, was found in this settlement 
belonging to the younger Urnenfelder and the Early Iron Age cultures. 
The manner of the organization of the pseudo-cord strings and other 
shapes of the impressed motifs point to the similarities to the pottery of 
Insula Banului and Babadag groups, wich probably came to those parts 
in the time of Thraco-Cimmerians invasion. We even think that some 
of the appenda is in the shape of semicircular thin tablets made of 
bronze with finely serrated base side, like the one found on the Early 
Iron Age site in Vinica, south of Bela Krajna, were possibly used for 
the ornamentation of pottery by the pseudo-cord technique21. In any case 
it would be useful to compare the impressions of those bronze, comb
like appendages, found in several Early Iron Age cultures in N-E Bal
kans and S-E Alpine region, with the impression of the pseudo-cord 
on vessels from the same cultures. E. Voss (a professional conservator) 
has recently, while investigating manners of ornamentation of the hall
statt poterry, supposed that the pseudo-cord motif technique, as a part 
of pottery encrustation technique, consists in the impression of a 
tool made of bone, metal or wood22 • The author has also presupposed the 
appearance of a wooden tool for the impression of the pseudo-cord motif, 
in the form of a small knife with the serrated blade (T. I/5), pointing 
out the erroneus term Rollrădchenzier, i.e. that is not the case of orna
mentation by a small wheel. 

So far we collected ten baked clay tools from the territory of Serbia 
that were used for the ornamentation of vessels by the pseudo-cord 
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technique (T. IV /1-8; V /1-2). These tools were discovered in the early 
and later stage of the older Iron Age settlements, often with the pottery 
ornamented by them. Most remarkable is the find of a small tool in the 
shape of a sector, discovered in a low earthen tumulus from the site 
in the village of Melaje, on the Pester plateau. This ceramic stamp was 
found in the base of the mound, together with remains of a pyre, and 
along with fragments of vessels omamented by the pseudo-cord tech
nique. All tools are of similar shape, with more or less prominently 
arched functional part impressed into vessels. 

According to the manner the functional part of the tool, i.e. the 
stamp itself, is shaped, we can distinguish three kinds of impresse mo
tifs; all can be designated as the result of the pseudo-cord technique. 
Most numerous are the tools with narrow functional part, alternately 
serrated on both sides. Here belongs two tools from the Crvena livada 
scttlement, near Svetozarevo; the tool from the settlement in the villa
ge of Donje Stiplje, near Svetozarevo; the tool from the tumulus in 
Melaje near Novi Pazar; and the tool from the village of Mazgos, near 
Dimitrovgrad. These tools have similar shape, with a short handle at 
the top, above arch-shaped and serrated „blade". A small ceramic tool
stamp in the form of a sector, was recently discovered in the multi-level 
open prehistorical settlement of Svetozarevo-Panjevacki rit (T. V /2). 
The regularly modelled fan-like part of the tool, has on its sides long, 
very narrow notches wich densely go down and confront themselves 
on the narrow, thinned part of the stamp, i.e. the part is impressed 
into the wet clay of a vessel. 

When impressed into the wet clay of a vessel, these ceramic stamps 
lcave narrow, so-called tremolated lines. Two tools are similar by man
ner of impression; one originates from the Early Iron Age settlement 
în the village of Velesnica, in the Iron Gate (T. IV /6), and the other from 
the developed Iron Age settlement Oraovica, Presevo (T. IV /7). Both cera
mic stamps - the one from Velesnica is in the shape of a small knife with 
a short handle, while the other, from Oraovica is in the form of a pyra
mid with narrow, rectangulat basis - consist of narrowly modelled 
functional „blade" wich is regularly serrated. „teeth" of those two 
stamps are of uneven length, and by the shallow impression into the 
walls of a vessel leave small rectangular stamp within a narrow groove 
(Velesnica), or unconnected impression in a straight line, resembling a 
small wheel (Oraovica). A ceramic stamp in the shape of an anchOJi. 
from a multilevel prehistorical settlement in Alibunar, in the south 
part of Banat (where the Early Iron Age pottery was also found) was 
published recently (T. IV /8). Apart from its shape, this tool îs distin
guished by somewhat wider functional part, i.e. half-arch curved „blade" 
on the bottom part wich shallow, oblique notches on it. The form of the 
pseudo-cord produced by this tool we usually call „big pseudo-cord" 
bccause within the wider groove we find somewhat larger rectangular 
fields. 

At the present it is difficult to say how significant are the differen
ces in the shape of ceramic tools we have established, at the same time 
distinguishing three particular variants of the pseudo-cord (Map. 1). 
Especially as the differences among the pseudo-cord impressions are 
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less notîceable when filled-up wîth white encrustation. We would like 
to stress the fact that the tools wîth serrated functîonal part leaving 
so-called tremolated lines, were not found only în the Basarabi culture 
settlment in the central Morava Valley region, but also .on sites beyond 
the southern border of the Basarabi complex (Melaje, near Novi Pazar: 
Vuci Dol, near Skopje). In any case, the tools for the ornamentation of 
Basarabi pottery with stamped motifs, confirm closeness of our region. 
i.e. the northern part of the Central Balkans, to the Carpathian-lower 
Danube region. Foregoing remarks on tools for the ornamentation of 
vessels by technique of the pseudo-cord motif, also confirm the ties of 
the Basarabi culture to the Early Iron Age cultures in the Iower Danube 
ares. We can say that the border where the pseudo-cord motifs, characte
ristic for the Early Iron Age cultures, pass into s.0-called „small pseudo
cord" or into „tremolated pseudo-cord", wich seems to be the youngest 
and maybe the only belonging exclusively to the Basarabi culture - is 
rather elusive. The technique of the ornamentatîon of the vessels wîth 
the pseudo-cord strîngs reaches its peak in the Basarabi culture, and 
vanîshes wîth the disappearance of the Basarabi style în pottery. It îs 
important to note that cecently the difference between the Basarabi 
complex, frequently identified with the horizon of pottery orna:mented 
in rich Basarabi style, and the classical Basarabi culture, is more cleary 
recognized. We believe that the debate on the forms of the pseodo-cord 
motif within the Basarabi complex can contribute to the solution of 
these questions. 
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